Single Malt Whiskies
(25ml)
Aberlour 10yr (Speyside) £4.50
A classic Speyside malt matured in a combination of exbourbon and sherry casks. Fruity aromas of apples and pears
with subtle sweet vanilla notes, flavours of spicy nutmeg,
honey and fresh autumn fruits leave a soft, warm and long
finish.
Lagavulin 16 yr (Islay) £6.95
The slowest distilled of the Islay malts and one of the
richest, darkest coloured because of this. Pungent and
potent, Lagavulin is a phenomenal Islay malt with rich
peaty and deep smoky flavours coming together for a long
and intense ambrosial finish.
Auchentoshan 3wood (Lowland) £4.95
Aged in American Bourbon oak, Olorosso Sherry oak and
finally Pedro Ximenez oaks. A very complex whisky with a
brown sugar, orange and raisin nose, hazelnuts and
cinnamon on the palate with a butterscotch sweetness and a
fresh and fruity finish.
Glenmorangie 10yr (Highland) £4.25
A distinct pale, lemony gold colour. Citrus scents with notes of
vanilla lead to a wonderful burst of flowery fruitiness and a
touch of honey. Leaves a clean and salivating aftertaste with
hints of orange and peach.

Glenkinchie 12yr (Lowland) £4.50
A fresh, dry and slightly spirity malt with a creamier texture
than the ten year which it replaces. Smooth and spicy taste
with malty notes. Long but dry finish, with a delicately rich
aftertaste.
Highland Park 12yr (Orkney) £4.50
The core of the Highland Park range. Heather honey
sweetness and some peaty smoke on the nose, very
balanced body with a rounded smokiness and malty palate.
Possibly notes of pineapple, apple and pear leaving a finish
that keeps on going.
Bunnahabain 12yr (Islay) £5.95
Matured in sherry, bourbon and whisky casks gives this Islay
malt a unique and tranquil flavour with many layers, like
honey on the palate with a hint of seaside smoke to complete
the journey.

Talisker 10yr (Isle of Skye) £4.25
Always highly rated, lots of spice and a pungent
smokiness. A volcanic, peppery peat with a dry
earthiness and creamy texture. Leaving a slight citrus
finish amongst the big smoke.

